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SUBJECT: Peer Review of Expanded Definition of Periodontitis  
 
I have completed reviewing your expanded definition of periodontitis on our team forum. 
Thank you for picking a complex term and teaching me something new! From first glance, I can 
tell you took time in making your assignment stand out with a themed appointment layout. 
Thank you for your good work!  
 
The following are a few revisions to consider when finalizing this assignment: 
 
First Impressions: The definitions explain the term well with clarity. A complex medical term 
requires clear description for ease of understanding, after an initial careful read this description 
provides an understanding of the term ‘periodontitis’ to a reasonable extent. The warnings for 
your reader are helpful and prepared me to read meticulously. 
 
Organization: Although the layout of your assignment was really creative in relating to your 
chosen definition, it was slightly difficult to find all three definitions provided. The expanded 
definition, however, was very thorough and well organized.  

• The choices of methods of expansion played to your benefit in using this document as 
an educational tool.  

o Choice of graphics was very beneficial to aiding the explanations.  

• In-text citing should reflect proper MLA formatting. 
 
Voice/Flow: The flow of the document needs improvement.  

• Within the first paragraph, the parenthetical definition is followed by a sentence that 
seems unrelated.  

• It is difficult to distinguish between the sentence definition and the parenthetical 
definition. Separating the two definitions from the following layout will improve the 
flow and avoid repetition 

 
Purpose & Audience: The preface paragraphs were excellent in addressing the assignment and 
attended audience. It was very easy to understand the intent and the choice of audience was 
perfect for this scenario. 
 
Grammar: The document was well reviewed for grammar and typo errors. No revisions needed. 
 
Hopefully these revisions are helpful while completing the remainder of this assignment. Your 
assignment is well under way and is well written. You have put in some great work. Let me 
know if you have any questions. 


